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Introduction            

Background: Numerous wave energy converters have been thoroughly tested numerically and experimentally. 
However, little is still known about the influence of many directional seastate parameters  over  their performances,  and  
wave  climate  are  often  reduce  to  H,T  scatter diagrams .

Plan  of  studies: This  PhD  will  focus  on  experimental  testing  of  a  few  WEC  models  in  the Edinburgh  Curved  Tank  
against  a  comprehensive  set  of  parameters.  Its  main  objective  is to evaluate the common practice of using H,T scatter 
diagrams for performance prediction.

This project is on its first stage, where effort are put into developing a highly precise method to generate and measure 3D 
directional spectra in the wave tank. This poster focus on the issues and initial results related to it.
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What comes next:
● Finalising the angle precision measure.
● Depending on the previous results, developing the most precise 
possible method to measure 3D-Spectra in the tank.
● Planning the tests according to “Design of Experiments” methods.
● Experimenting and analysing the results

Adapting the MMLM method to deterministic 
waves.

● Methods to estimate the wave directional spectra have been 
developed for random  waves.

● Waves generated in the Edinburgh Curved Tank: periodic, 
pseudo-random. Known directions of propagation and frequencies.


Need to adapt existing method to use these characteristics and get 
better precision.

Measuring the wave angles.
Main hypothesis for the modifying the MMLM:

● Waves are generated at the right frequency.
● Waves are travelling at the required angle.

The first hypothesis is known to be valid, but measurements 
are needed to validate the second.

 ⇒  PTPD [2] method to measure the tank accuracy 

● Choice of method: MMLM [1]. 
It can take reflection into account 
and be easily adapted to the 
requirements.

Early results:
Good on virtual 
data without 
reflection. Some 
work needed to 
increase 
robustness with 
noise and reflection

Mapple  estimation of the 
method precision.

Using 3 probes, a precision 
of ≈2° is reached for waves 
travelling at low angles.

First results from tank 
measurement:

The method works!

Some more measurements 
are needed before 
conclusion 
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